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Introduction to VMware Adapter for
SAP Landscape Management 1

This chapter introduces you to the VMware Adapter for SAP Landscape Management. The SAP Landscape
Management product is also called LaMa.

This chapter includes the following topics:

n “About This Guide,” on page 5

n “Target Audience,” on page 5

n “Prerequisites,” on page 6

n “Understanding the Organization of this Guide,” on page 6

About This Guide
VMware Adapter for SAP Landscape Management, part of the VMware private cloud solution for SAP, is a
virtual appliance that integrates SAP Landscape Management with VMware management software
(VMware vCenter Server and VMware vRealize Automation). This integration of SAP Landscapes with
VMware's market leading SDDC solutions lead to delivering unique automation capabilities, high
scalability, improved performance and advanced storage and network management. All this helps to
radically simplify the provisioning and management of SAP landscapes.

Note   VMware private cloud solution to SAP defines the software stack to virtualize, secure and automate
SAP environments leveraging VMware's software defined architecture, At its core, it includes VMware
vSphere, VMware NSX, vRealize Automation and the VMware Adapter for SAP Landscape Management.

This procedural guide describes the user functions of SAP LaMa as it pertains to
VMware Adapter for SAP Landscape Management. It discusses several features, how they work, what each
feature does and the steps to execute the respective feature.

Target Audience
The user guide is written for administrators who deploy SAP LaMa in a VMware virtualized environment
and use the VMware adapter for SAP Landscape Management to provide better integration and faster /
easier management operations. Such administrators are either SAP BASIS administrators or VMware
vSphere administrators (typically VMware Certified Professionals - VCPs).
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Prerequisites
To use this guide effectively, readers must have experience as a SAP BASIS administrator using SAP LaMa.
For documentation related to SAP LaMa and / or training on SAP LaMa, please contact your SAP
representative.

Understanding the Organization of this Guide
This procedural guide describes the user functions of SAP LaMa as it pertains to VMware Adapter for SAP
Landscape Management. It discusses several features, how they work, what each feature does and the steps
to execute the respective feature.

This guide contains the following chapters:

1 Introduction to VMware Adapter for SAP Landscape Management (this chapter) — About This Guide,
target audience, pre-requisites, and organization of this guide.

2 Overview of VMware Adapter for SAP Landscape Management: Purpose, Benefits, Architecture and
Components

3 Operations Overview

4 Troubleshooting
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Overview of VMware Adapter for SAP
Landscape Management: Purpose,
Benefits, Architecutre and
Components 2

This chapter includes the following topics:

n “Product Overview,” on page 7

n “Features and Benefits,” on page 9

n “Reference Architecture,” on page 10

Product Overview
SAP Landscape Management is a solution to centrally manage and provision SAP landscapes running in
physical, virtual and cloud infrastructures. It provides a central dashboard for monitoring the hosts
(physical servers or virtual machines) and SAP application services in even very complex infrastructures.
Additionally, administrators can use the SAP Landscape Management console for performing centralized
operations like starting or stopping instances of a SAP service or apply operations simultaneously to
complex groups of systems on the entire landscape through predefined single and mass operations. Another
aspect of SAP Landscape Management is the ability to support Enterprise Edition SAP System Clone,
System Copy or Refresh and System Rename operations. This highly automated and unified IT landscape
management capabilities apply not only to SAP Netweaver based applications but also to SAP HANA and
SAP S/4HANA systems. All the described features of SAP Landscape Management are based on a
communication with the SAP Host Agent of the respective SAP system in the landscape as shown in the
following figure:
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Figure 2‑1.  SAP Landscape Management

With virtualized SAP infrastructures on VMware vSphere, the list of use cases can be extended and
enhanced with even more features. By using the VMware Adapter for SAP Landscape Management, SAP
Landscape Management can now monitor all the virtual machines used for the SAP infrastructure directly
out of the VMware vCenter, start or stop VMs, deploy Vms from templates and perform offline or online
SAP System Clone, System Copy or Refresh and System Rename operations on VMs. Additionally, live
migrations of VMs, networks or datastores for workload balancing, creating a snapshot of a SAP system
before a critical change takes place are possible. Thus, combining SAP Landscape Management with the
advanced use cases of virtualized infrastructures give SAP customers the highest degree of convenience in
terms of automation and control and also significantly saves operational costs. The following figure depicts
the SAP Landscape Management along with the components of VMware Adapter for SAP Landscape
Management installed:
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Figure 2‑2.  SAP Landscape Management in virtualized environment

As depicted in the preceding figure, VMware Adapter for SAP Landscape Management is a virtual
appliance that integrates SAP Landscape Management (LaMa) with VMware's Software Defined Data
Center (SDDC) technologies, delivering unique automation capabilities that radically simplify how SAP
basis admins and end users provision and manage SAP Landscapes. The results are faster time to market,
and reduction in both TCO and operational errors while managing SAP Landscapes.

VMware Adapter for SAP Landscape Management appliance accepts application calls from SAP Landscape
Management (LaMa), then uses vRealize Automation or VMware vRealize Orchestrator workflows to
execute commands to VMware vCenter Server for VMware related operations, such as starting and stopping
a virtual machine.

Features and Benefits

Note   Key Features:

VMware Adapter for SAP Landscape Management dramatically simplifies and automates the life-cycle
management of SAP landscapes on VMware virtualized infrastructure:

n Provisioning — System Cloning, Copying and System Refresh

n Automate key SAP Basis provisioning tasks such as system cloning, copying, and system refresh
directly in VMware vCenter Server with SAP Landscape Management

n Leverage SA-API to provision SAP systems from templates in vRealize Automation

n Operations — SAP Hosts, Storage, and Network Migration

n Migrate VM, switch its data set and network to stand up SAP hosts, move environments, and
deploy disaster recovery solutions - all through the SAP Landscape Management interface

Chapter 2 Overview of VMware Adapter for SAP Landscape Management: Purpose, Benefits, Architecutre and Components
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n Delivery — Self-Service Through vRealize Automation

n Enable end users to self-provision SAP Landscapes in vRealize Automation through blueprints
created by SA-API

Note   Key Benefits:

Following are the key benefits of deploying VMware Adapter for SAP Landscape Management:

n Greater operational continuity through centralized management, visibility and control of your entire
SAP landscape using a single console

n Increased operational agility by accelerating application life-cycle management operations and faster
response to workload fluctuations

n Reduced time, effort and cost to manage and operate your SAP systems through automation of SAP
BASIS tasks and leveraging adapter's functions such as VMware vSphere Storage vMotion, network
migration and linked online clone and copy

n Increases SAP BASIS and IT admin productivity by automating manual operational tasks and enabling
self-service capability

n Lowers total cost of ownership since reduced OpEx leads to increased cost savings

Reference Architecture
The following diagram illustrates the components of a VLA execution environment and their relationship to
one another:

Figure 2‑3.  VLA Execution Environment

The key components in this diagram are :

n SAP Systems (Managed SAP Systems) – Each of these systems consist of software running on one or
more machines (bare metal, or in the case of VLA environments, virtual machines [VMs] hosted on
VMware vSphere™ products [ESXi systems managed by vCenter Server™]) that perform some
business function, such as order processing, accounts payable, general ledger, inventory management,
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etc. Each SAP System consists of one or more components like a database service, SAP instance or SAP
Host Agent service. When all of the components are up and running, the SAP System is running. When
all of the components are stopped, the SAP system is stopped. If some systems are running and some
are not, the SAP system is in an intermediate state.

n The SAP Landscape Management (LaMa) VM – The SAP Landscape Management (LaMa) application runs
on ABAP or Java stack in a Linux based guest OS. It provides a web-based user interface for SAP BASIS
administrators to create / destroy / configure / and otherwise operate on and provision SAP Systems
and their underlying machinery (bare metal or virtualized).

The SAP Landscape Management (LaMa) has an extensible architecture that allows SAP and third-party
vendors, for example VMware, to create plugins to extend certain features.

n The VMware Adapter for SAP Landscape Management — This is a plugin to LaMa that extends how
LaMa integrates with the underlying systems virtualized with VMware vSphere (see next bullet),
optimizing and extending the functionality for certain operations, such as activating (powering on) and
deactivating (powering off), copying and cloning systems, and automation of these copying and cloning
operations.

n ESXi and vCenter Server (collectively called vSphere) – ESXi is VMware’s premier hypervisor product.
VI administrators typically install it on bare-metal server-class computers, with VMs running guest
operating systems (OSes) with SAP Systems as applications within the guests. vCenter Server is
VMware’s premier product for managing environments virtualized with ESXi. Collectively called
vSphere, these products provide an enterprise-class environment with features for creating clusters,
load balancing VMs between host systems (ESXi instances), fault tolerance, virtual networking, virtual
storage, and more. In VLA environments, the VLA appliance (next bullet) runs in a VM on this
infrastructure.

Note   It is possible to run ESXi in a nested environment. In this case, VI administrators install ESXi in a
VM running in a vSphere environment. For more information on vSphere Templates, see 
http://pubs.vmware.com/vsphere-60/index.jsp?topic=%2Fcom.vmware.vsphere.hostclient.doc
%2FGUID-F40130B0-0194-4A41-91FA-1A967721924B.html. For more information about vApps, see 
http://pubs.vmware.com/vsphere-6-5/index.jsp?topic=%2Fcom.vmware.powercli.ug.doc%2FGUID-
CFCCBEAC-74DD-4259-9D9D-1FCCCB185218.html

n VMware vRealize Orchestrator™ – This VMware product helps VI administrators automate their
environments by creating work flows (essentially scripts) that perform VI administrative actions,
including complex actions that may take multiple steps, involve loops, conditions, etc.
VMware vRealize Orchestrator workflows can handle exceptions automatically or can pause waiting for
a VI administrator to mitigate an issue. See the next bullet for how VLA uses
VMware vRealize Orchestrator.

n VMware Landscape Management Appliance (VLA) – This part of the VLA product is a virtual
appliance. It maintains connection with one or more vCenters, contains a repository of inventory data
and user credentials and executes operations at VMs, ESX hosts, datastores or networks by utilizing
VMware vRealize Orchestrator (vRO). Collectively, it consists of one or more web services that accepts
commands from (previously discussed) LaMa VLA Adapter and take appropriate actions to implement
the commands, typically with the help of the (previously discussed) VMware vRealize Orchestrator. For
example:

n When a SAP BASIS administrator activates (powers on) a SAP System via LaMa, the VLA Adapter
sends commands to the vla-service (discussed later in this topic) to power on the underlying
VMs. The vla-service in turn invokes a VLA-specific workflow on the
VMware vRealize Orchestrator to turn on the VMs in the underlying vSphere infrastructure. An
analogous action occurs when a SAP BASIS administrator deactivates (powers off) a SAP System.

Chapter 2 Overview of VMware Adapter for SAP Landscape Management: Purpose, Benefits, Architecutre and Components
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n When a SAP BASIS administrator copies a SAP System, the VLA Adapter sends commands to the
vla-service which in turn invokes a VLA-specific VMware vRealize Orchestrator workflow to
create vSphere copies of the VMs on which the SAP Systems reside, configuring the VMs according
to the parameters provided by the SAP BASIS administrator in the LaMa web user interface.

The VLA Appliance contains several components, including:

n A purpose-configured and hardened operating system (OS)

n A minimalist set of OS utilities and VLA-specific programs and configuration files required to
provide the functionality described here. These include:

n The vla-service — A web service running in tomcat that receives and processes commands
from the VLA Adapter. It also serves out the VLA dashboard web UI. By default, this server
listens on port 8443.

n Tomcat user database — Database with usernames / passwords used to authenticate access to
that instance’s services. VI Administrators create an entry in the database for the VLA instance
during deployment of the VLA environment using the vla_user command as detailed later in
this document.

n A credentials store (separate from the username / password database for tomcat access) that
contains information needed for the various components of the VLA environment to
communicate with one another. Each entry in the credentials store includes a component type
(vRealize Orchestrator, LaMa, vCenter Server etc), the hostname and port (if configurable) for
the component’s API, and a username / password used to authenticate to the component’s API.
You create entries in this database using the vla_credentials command as detailed later in this
document.

VMware Adapter for SAP Landscape Management Administration Guide for LaMa Administrators
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Environment Setup 3
This chapter includes the following topics:

n “Configure SAP Landscape Management (LaMa),” on page 13

n “Configure LaMa to use the VMware Adapter for SAP Landscape Management,” on page 13

Configure SAP Landscape Management (LaMa)
In this chapter you discuss various environment setup that you should have in place in order for you to be
able to perform various operations in your existing SAP system infrastructure. The operations themselves
are discussed in chapter Chapter 4, “Operations Overview,” on page 17. You begin this chapter with a
discussion of the DNS configuration for your SAP Landscape Management (LaMa). Then you learn, how to
configure the VMware adapter for SAP Landscape Management to be able to connect to the VLA server. You
know that the SAP LaMa manages the hosts and instances on the SDDC. The VMware Adapter for SAP
Landscape Management receives LaMa commands and forwards them to the VLA for execution.

Configure LaMa to use the
VMware Adapter for SAP Landscape Management

The VMware Adapter for SAP Landscape Management receives LaMa commands and forwards them to the
VLA for execution. The next setup step is to configure an adapter instance to connect the adapter to the
VLA server. Once the connection is established, the LaMa manages the hosts and instances that reside on the
SDDC.

Procedure

1 Login to LaMa web user interface with credentials that have administrator rights.

2 Click infrastructure, and click Virtualization managers.

The browser displays a page similar to the following:
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Figure 3‑1.  LaMa-Virtualization managers

3 Click Add.

The browser displays a wizard to configure a new Virtualization Manager, starting with the
Virtualization Manager Types page similar to the following:

Figure 3‑2.  LaMa-Add-Virtualization Manager Types

4 Select the entry (highlighted above for emphasis) with
VMware Adapter for SAP Landscape Management in the Product column and version of the
VLA Adapter you deployed in the version column and then click Next.

The browser displays the Virtualization Manager Properties page similar to the following:
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Figure 3‑3.  LaMa- VMware Adapter for SAP Landscape Management

5 Enter a name for this instance of the VLA Adapter in the Label field.

6 Enter the User Name and Password of the VLA user.

7 Enter the URL for the VLA. This should be https://<hostname_or_IP_address>:8443/vla, where
<hostname_or_IP_address> is the FQDN or IP address of VLA.

8 Enter a Monitoring Interval between 30 and 60 seconds. This is, how often the adapter gathers
inventory updates from the VLA.

9 There are four Additional Properties:

a Connection pool size sets the maximum connection between the adapter and the VLA.

b Timeout sets the timeout duration (in seconds) between the adapter and the VLA

c A checkbox for Certificate Authority Selection. Select this if the VLA contains a self-signed
certificate or a certificate that is generated by a corporate certificate authority.

d Originator ID – Unique Id used for transaction logging. This ID is a string and will identify this
instance of the adapter in the system logs. We recommend you use LaMa-001 for the first instance
in your enterprise, LaMa-002 for your second, etc.

10 After all properties are entered, click Test Configuration. If the test succeeds, the configuration is
correct (the VLA Adapter was able to communicate with the VLA Appliance)

The browser displays Connection Successful in the status bar.

11 Click Next.

The browser displays the Summary step of the wizard, similar to the following:

Chapter 3 Environment Setup
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Figure 3‑4.  LaMa-Test Configuration

12 Click Save.

This saves the configuration of the adapter.

The VMware Adapter for SAP Landscape Management should now appear as configured in the LaMa web
user interface.
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Operations Overview 4
VMware Adapter for SAP Landscape Management extends the basic operations available in SAP LaMa and
integrates VMware vSphere infrastructures into the available workflows. SAP LaMa provides the following
basic features:

n Dashboards and Pods— Get a quick high level overview of your current landscape state

n Single/Mass Operations— Centralize operations for your entire landscape using a single console

n Landscape Visualization— Visualize systems and underlying infrastructure and identity relationships

n Provisioning Systems— Automate complex provisioning activities such as system copy/refresh

n Post-Copy Automation— Automate post copy and refresh processing tasks and customize the task lists

n Managing SAP HANA— Managing and provisioning your SAP systems powered by SAP HANA

n Custom Provisioning— Integrate and use your own replication technology for system provisioning

n Custom Operations/Hooks— Integrate your own procedures and tailor it to your specific needs

n Task Scheduling— Schedule and execute mass or sequential tasks during planned maintenance

This chapter includes the following topics:

n “Operations,” on page 17

n “Forced Operations,” on page 18

n “Non-Forced Operations,” on page 19

n “Migrate,” on page 23

n “Provisioning,” on page 28

Operations
Operations in SAP LaMa execute features to existing SAP systems and infrastructure. Some examples of
these operations are activating and deactivating SAP systems. With the
VMware Adapter for SAP Landscape Management there are three types of operations that you can perform
—

1 Forced Operations — Forced operations ignore system services and daemons on the target SAP system
and are generally non-graceful operations. The three forced operations that are supported are —

a Forced Deactivate (Shutdown OS)

b Forced Deactivation (Power Off)

c Forced Suspend
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2 Non-Forced Operations — Non-Forced operations execute on the target SAP system and generally get
executed in a graceful manner. The four Non-Forced operations that are supported are —
a Activate

b Deactivation

c Deactivate

d Suspend

3 Migrate Operation — The migrate operation allows you to migrate a SAP virtual machine onto another
host / network / datastore.

Forced Operations
To access these features, you should login to the SAP LaMa administrative console and navigate to the
Virtualization tab under Operations tab in the main menu bar.

Figure 4‑1.  Landscape Virtualization Management

To execute a forced operation —

Procedure

1 Select a SAP system

2 Click the Forced fly-out button

3 Click the Forced selection option that you intend to execute from the list

Figure 4‑2.  Forced Operations

There are three forced operations that are supported —
1 Forced Deactivate (Shutdown OS) — You use the Forced Deactivate option to shut down the operating

system.
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2 Forced Deactivation (Power Off) — You use the Forced Deactivation option to power off the operating
system.

3 Forced Suspend — You use the Forced Suspend option to suspend the SAP system virtual machine.

Note   When you suspend a virtual machine (VM), the current system memory of the VM is written to
the disk. Then the VM is powered off. When you later restart the VM from vCenter Server Appliance,
the VM continues from exactly the same state as it was when it was suspended, including executing any
running transactions.

Non-Forced Operations
There are four Non-Forced operation features that you can execute —

1 Activate — You use this feature to power on the virtual machine, operating system and then the SAP
system.

2 Deactivation — You use this feature to gracefully shut down the SAP system and then the operating
system.

3 Deactivate — You use this feature to gracefully shut down the SAP system, operating system and then
the virtual machine too.

4 Suspend — You use this feature to gracefully shutdown the SAP system and then suspend the virtual
machine.

Activate

Activate is a Non-Forced operation feature. You use it to gracefully power on the virtual machine, the
operating system and the SAP system.

Chapter 4 Operations Overview
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Figure 4‑3.  Activate

Prerequisites

Procedure

1 Select the SAP system that you want to activate

2 Click on the Activate button on the menu bar.

Deactivation / Deactivate

Deactivation is a Non-Forced operation that causes a graceful shut down of the SAP system and also the
operating system. Deactivate is a Non-Forced operation that causes a graceful shut down of the SAP system,
the operating system and then the virtual machine.
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Figure 4‑4.  Deactivation / Deactivate

Prerequisites

Procedure

1 Select the SAP system

2 Click the Deactivate fly-out button on the menu bar.

3 Now Click the Deactivation (OS Shutdown) or Deactivate (Power Off) option in the drop down menu
depending on the operation that you intend to execute.

Chapter 4 Operations Overview
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4 For some Non-Forced operations like Deactivate or Suspend, LaMa may perform stop and unprepared
operation for the SAP systems and will prompt for confirmation.

Figure 4‑5.  Operations Optionsd

5 Upon confirmation the host will be marked as locked until the end of the operation.

Figure 4‑6.  Host Marked Locked until end of operation

Deactivation operation causes a graceful shut down of the SAP system and also the operating system. On
the other hand, Deactivate operation causes a graceful shut down of the SAP system, the operating system
and then the virtual machine too.

Suspend

Suspend is a Non-Forced operation that causes a graceful shutdown of the SAP system and then the
suspension of the virtual machine.

Prerequisites

Procedure

1 Select the SAP system to be suspended

VMware Adapter for SAP Landscape Management Administration Guide for LaMa Administrators
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2 Click on the Suspend button in the menu bar

Figure 4‑7.  LaMa - Suspend

Suspend operation causes a graceful shutdown of the SAP system followed by the suspension of the virtual
machine.

Migrate
Migrate operation feature enables you to migrate a SAP system virtual machine —

1 From one host onto another host

2 From one datastore onto another datastore

3 From one network onto another network

Note   You can choose any combination of the above options to do the migration

Migration is a powerful tool that can be used to move a system or isolate a system thereby making it easy to
support project, patching, development or IT objectives.

Chapter 4 Operations Overview
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Procedure

1 Select the SAP system that you want to migrate

Figure 4‑8.  LaMa - Migrate

2 Click on the Migrate button in the menu bar

A new Operation Options dialog window as shown below will appear.
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Figure 4‑9.  Target Resource Pool

Chapter 4 Operations Overview
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3 In the Operation Options dialog window, the first step is Target Selection. You select the target
resource pool here. Then Click Next.

Figure 4‑10.  Target Host

You move to the next step called Host Provider.

4 In this step you select the target host where you want to migrate the SAP system virtual machine. Click
Next to move to the next step.

Figure 4‑11.  Target Network
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5 In this step called Network Adapters you select the target network for each network adapter assigned
to the SAP system. Then Click Next.

Figure 4‑12.  Target Datastore

6 In this step called Data Storage, you select the target datastore. Then Click Next.

Figure 4‑13.  

7 You are now in the Summary step. You can review the changes that you have selected so far

8 Click on the Execute button to start the migration operation

Chapter 4 Operations Overview
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9 The host will be locked until the migration operation completes

Figure 4‑14.  LaMa - Migration

You have successfully migrated the SAP system virtual machine

Provisioning
Provisioning with the VMware Adapter for SAP Landscape Management allows the user to take source
SAP systems and either clone or copy the system to create new target SAP systems.

Consistent Network Device Naming (CNDN)

Modern server platforms support an increasing number of network interface ports on the motherboard
(Lan-on-Motherboard or LOM) in addition to numerous add-in (single and multiport) adapters.
Traditionally, network interfaces are enumerated as eth[012...], but these names do not necessarily
correspond to the actual labels as seen on the chassis. This new naming convention assigns names to
network interfaces based on their physical location, whether embedded or in PCI slots. By converting to this
naming convention, system administrators will no longer have to guess at the physical location of a network
port, or modify each system to rename them into some consistent order.

In this classic naming scheme for network interfaces, the kernel simply assigns the names beginning with
"eth0, "eth1", ... to all the interfaces as they are probed by the device drivers during the system boot process.
As the driver probing is generally not predictable, in a multi network interfaces setup, a given network
interface that for example, got a name assignment "eth0" in the first boot may end up with a different name
on the next boot. This is undesirable and can have serious security implications, for example in firewall rules
which are coded for certain naming schemes and which are hence very sensitive to unpredictable changing
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names. Also, this naming scheme gives no clue whatsoever of the interface's physical location on the system
(for example, whether it is on the system's motherboard or if it is on an add-in card or if it is on an add-in
card with multiple ports and which port on the card it is located). Hence you need a consistent device
naming scheme that can provide the following benefits:
n Stable network interface names across reboots

n Stable network interface names when you add or remove hardware

n Stable network interface names when you update/change the kernel or device drivers

n Stable network interface names when you replace a broken/defective ethernet card for example, with a
new one

n The network interface names automatically get determined without user configuration and they just
work

n The network interface names are predictable

During SAP workload provisioning operations, like cloning a VM, it is essential to keep the same network
interface names on the target clone system as is available on the source system. In order to do this, you need
to enable Consistent Network Device Naming in the source operating system. The next 3 sub-sections describe
the specific steps to enable Consistent Network Device Naming on SLES, RHEL and Windows operating
systems respectively.

SLES 11 and SLES 12 - Consistent Network Device Naming

On SLES based systems you can use the biosdevname program that inturn uses information from the
system's BIOS to enable Consistent Network Device Naming on the target system as is on the source system.
Execute the following steps to enable Consistent Network Device Naming on the source operating system.

Procedure

1 SSH to the source system as root.

Figure 4‑15.  SSH as root

2 Install the biosdevname utility. You can use any available package manager. The following figure depicts
installing biosdevname using rpm:

Figure 4‑16.  Install biosdevname

Chapter 4 Operations Overview
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3 Verify your biosdevname installation done in the previous step and also list out information about the
current system network adapters.

Figure 4‑17.  List all available network adapter information

4 Remove the 70-persistent-net-rules file from the /etc/udev/rules.d directory, if it already in there.

5 Reboot the operating system as depicted in the following figure:

Figure 4‑18.  Reboot the OS

After rebooting the operating system all the current network interfaces on the system will be renamed
according to the Consistent Network Device Naming scheme.

RHEL 7 and RHEL 6 - Consistent Network Device Naming

RHEL based systems receive new network device interfaces with new IP settings applied along with
incremented indexes in the interface names. For example, if the source system has two network interfaces
eth0 and eth1, then the target system will obtain the network interface names as eth2 and eth3 respectively.

RHEL 7 — In RHEL 7, Consistent Network Device Naming is enabled by default. Thus no additional actions
are required from a user/administrator perspective.
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RHEL 6 — The biosdevname utility does not work in operating system hosted on virtual machine. Hence you
are required to execute the following workaround:

Note   This option requires that the system is not using NetworkManager (i.e NM_CONTROLLED=no in
ifcfg-* files) (Source: https://access.redhat.com/solutions/112643)

Procedure

1 SSH to the source system as root.

2 Identify the PCI address of your Ethernet interfaces with lspci command as depicted in the following
figure:

Figure 4‑19.  Login as root and execute lspci

3 Create the /etc/udev/rules.d/60-persistent-net.rules file and fill it with the following type of
network device NAME mapping, highlighted for reference as depicted in the following figure:

Figure 4‑20.  Create 60-persistent-net.rules file
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4 Rename and modify (using any editor of your choice), /etc/sysconfig/network-scripts/ifcfg-* files
to use the new names in the DEVICE=value fields. The following figure depicts the DEVICE values
after modifying the corresponding ifcfg-* files (highlighted for reference).

Figure 4‑21.  

5 Ensure that you have console access in case there are some network connectivity issues. Reboot the
system by executing the reboot command.

After rebooting the operating system all the current network interfaces on the system will be renamed
according to the Consistent Network Device Naming scheme.
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Windows - Consistent Network Device Naming

Windows based systems running either Windows 2008 R2 or Windows 7 guest operating system configured
with the VMXNET3 virtual network device in vCenter Server have one known issue. When a provisioning
operation is done like cloning a VM, the target system gets new device and interface names (this name is the
original name as is on the source system but with an incremented index suffix, like Local Area Connection
#2 instead of just Local Area Connection. In order to prevent such issues and keep the original device and
interface names as is, following the provisioning operation, you need to apply the Microsoft hot fixes for the
specific operating system type that you are using.

1 For Windows 2008 R2 or Windows 7 versions prior to Service Pack 1, Install the hot fix described in the
Microsoft Knowledge Base article 2344941 (https://support.microsoft.com/en-
us/help/2344941/-0x0000007b-stop-error-when-you-replace-an-iscsi-or-pci-express-network-adapter-or-
a-motherboard-with-an-identical-device-on-a-windows-server-2008-r2-based-or-windows-7-based-
computer), before deploying the template.

2 For Windows 2008 R2 or Windows 7 versions post Service Pack 1, Install the hot fix described in the
Microsoft Knowledge Base article 2550978 (https://support.microsoft.com/en-
in/help/2550978/-0x0000007b-stop-error-after-you-replace-an-identical-iscsi-network-adapter-in-
windows-server-2008-r2-sp1-or-in-windows-7-sp1) before deploying the template.

Clone System

Clone operation creates an exact duplicate of the source system into a new target system. The most common
use case is to take a source development system and create a clone of that system for separate development
work. Other use cases may apply.

Procedure

1 Login to the SAP LaMa's administrative console. Click on System and AS Provisioning tab under
Provisioning option in the menu bar.

Figure 4‑22.  LaMa - Provisioning - System and AS Provisioning

2 Select the source host that you wish to clone

3 Click on the Clone System tab in the menu bar

A new System Cloning dialog window will appear in the browser
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Figure 4‑23.  Clone System

4 In the first step called Basic, type in a name for the new target host (the clone that you are creating). You
can provide an optional Description of the new Clone System that you are about to create. Click Next
tab in the menu bar.

Figure 4‑24.  System Cloning - Basic

5 In the second step called Hosts, you define the virtual host settings of the new Clone System. Click the
Edit tab that is highlighted for reference

Figure 4‑25.  System Cloning - Hosts
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The Define Virtual Host window opens up in the browser.
a The first step here is Target Selection. Select a target resource pool or ESXi host. The dialog

window presents useful information like current utilization levels for either the resource pool or
host. This should enable you to take informed decision with regards to the resource pool / ESXi
host to be used for placing the target clone system. Click the Next tab in the menu bar of the Define
Virtual Host window.

Figure 4‑26.  Define Virtual Host - Target Selection

b The next step is Data Storage. You select the target Datastore for the new clone system in this step.
The dialog window presents useful information like size and current utilization levels for available
datastores. This should enable you to take informed decision on the appropriate datastore to use
for the new clone system. Click Next tab in the menu bar of the Define Virtual Host window.
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Figure 4‑27.  Define Virtual Host - Data Storage

c In the third step called Guest Customization, you —
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Figure 4‑28.  Define Virtual Host - Guest Customization

1 Select the type of clone that you intend to create — either Linked Clone or Full Clone. You do
this by selecting appropriate value in the Value drop down list.

Note  

n A Linked Clone creates a target system that has a file link to the original source system.
This reduces the utilized storage for the target system. It is most commonly used in
development and sandbox systems. Linked Clones creation completes substantially faster
than Full Clones.

n A Full Clone creates a target system that has the same disk structure and size as the source
system. There is no link between the source and target systems. Full clones are most often
used to create production systems and /or systems that can be exported to be used in
other datacenters.

2 Select the Guest Customization specification for the target Clone System.
n Guest Customization specifications are created in the VMware vCenter Server and are

made available via the VMware Adapter for SAP Landscape Management. You need to
create a guest customization specification in order to clone a system

n Work with your VMware Administrator to create Guest Customization specifications if
none are present in the SAP LaMa.
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n Note that DHCP customization specifications may cause an inconsistent /etc/hosts file
contents in the target system. PROMPT customization specifications is a more reliable
option. Refer to section “Known Issues,” on page 57 for more information.

3 Click Next tab in the menu bar of the Define Virtual Host window.

d Figure 4‑29.  Define Virtual Host - Network Adapters

In the fourth step called Network Adapters, you select the target network for the network adapters
of the target clone system.

Note   If you are changing the virtual network at this step, ensure that the network is reachable
from the LaMa too. This is required for the LaMa to manage the target system

e Figure 4‑30.  Define Virtual Host - Host Names

The next step is Host Names. Changing the virtual network should be considered on the Host
Names step in order to assign consistent IP addresses and hostnames from the new network. There
is no input required for the Host Names step. Click Next tab in the menu bar of the Define Virtual
Host window to continue.

f You are now at the last Summary step. In this step of the Define Virtual Host window in your
browser, you can review the various settings that you have chosen so far. Use the Previous tab in
the menu bar to go back and make appropriate changes to the settings if needed. If you are OK
with the settings, Click on the Define tab to finish defining the new virtual host settings.
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Figure 4‑31.  Define Virtual Host - Summary

You are now back to the System Cloning window in your browser.

Figure 4‑32.  
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6 Click on Next tab to proceed to the third step in the System Cloning window. In this step called Host
Names , you choose a different network for each component of the target SAP system. If the host is not
configured as an adaptive instance you will see warning messages. You need to ignore these warnings
by Clicking the Ignore Warnings for this step button.

Figure 4‑33.  System Cloning - Host Names

7 Click on Next tab in the menu bar of System Cloning window to go to the next step called Consistency.
In this step you choose the database consistency method. Depending on what state the database is in,
you can choose one of the following options by Clicking on the appropriate radio button —

Figure 4‑34.  System Cloning - Consistency

8 a Online(Backup Suspend IO Mode and a Timeout value) — You use this option typically for
cloning production systems to prevent system outages. You need to provide a Timeout value in
seconds to ensure that consistency is done in a timely manner.

b Offline(Stop and Restart System) — When you select his option the SAP LaMa will stop the system,
make a clone of the system and then restart the clone.

c Offline(Database already stopped) — You select this option when the database is already stopped.

d Database was stopped during system snapshot — You select this option when the database has
already been snapshotted prior to this process starting.

e Scheduled execution of cloning step — You use this option to schedule the cloning operation at a
specific date/time of your choice. You need to input the date and time when you want to schedule
the cloning operation. This option is useful, for example if you want to ensure that the current
ongoing system activity is not impacted.

f Click the Next tab after selecting one of the above mentioned options.
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9 In this step called Isolation, you choose to isolate the new target system. By doing so the new target
system will not be able to even accidentally communicate as the source system. Click Next tab to
proceed to the last step.

Figure 4‑35.  System Cloning - Isolation

10 You are now on the Summary page in the System Cloning window. You can review the settings that
you have made so far. If you are Ok with the settings, Click the Start System Cloning tab in the menu
bar of the System Cloning window.

Figure 4‑36.  System Cloning - Summary
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11 To monitor the system cloning progress, you Click on the Activity tab under the Monitoring option in
the menu bar. Each activity in the cloning process has a corresponding line item in the log entry on this
page. You can Click on any specific operation line item to get further details on the corresponding log
entry.

Figure 4‑37.  Monitoring - Activities

Figure 4‑38.  Monitor Cloning - Read Log Entry

At the end of this task you should be able to successfully create a clone of an existing SAP system.

Copy System

When you copy a system, you create a copy of the source system as a new target system. The most common
use of copy function is to take a source production system and create a copy of that system for quality
assurance or project work. Other use cases may also apply.

Procedure

1 To copy a system you need to login to SAP LaMa's administrative console and Click on the System and
AS Provisioning tab under Provisioning menu option in the main menu bar.

Figure 4‑39.  SAP LaMa Administrative Console
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2 Click on the source host that you wish to copy. Then Click on the Copy System tab to start the process
to define the copy operation.

Figure 4‑40.  Copy System

A new System Copy definition dialog window will appear.
a In the first step called Basic do the following —

Figure 4‑41.  System Copy - Basic

1 Enter a new System ID

2 Provide a new system password for the new system that you are going to create as a result of
Copy operation. You need to re-enter the password to confirm the same.

3 Click on the Next tab.

b You are now taken to the second step called Hosts.
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Figure 4‑42.  System Copy - Hosts

Click on the Edit button (highlighted for reference). You are now taken to the Define Virtual Host
window where you will create the new virtual host settings.

1 In the first step here called Target Selection, you select the target resource pool or ESXi Host
on which to place the new copied system.

Figure 4‑43.  Define Virtual Host - Target Selection

The dialog presents useful information like the current utilization levels for either the resource
pool or host. This will help you to take informed decision on where the place the new copied
system. Click on Next button to move to the next step.

2 In this step called Data Storage, you select a target datastore for the new copy system.
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Figure 4‑44.  Define Virtual Host - Data Storage

The dialog provides useful information like the size and current utilization levels for various
available datastores. This allows you to take an informed decision of choosing the right
datastore. Click on the Next tab.

Note   Linked copies can only use the same datastore as the source system.

3 In this step called Guest Customization, you do the following —
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Figure 4‑45.  Define Virtual Host - Guest Customization

a Choose whether you want to create either a linked copy or a full copy. You do this by
selecting appropriate value in the Value drop down list.

n A linked copy creates a target system that has a file link to the original source system.
This reduces the utilized storage for the target system. Linked copy is most
commonly used in development or sandbox systems. Linked copy operation
completes substantially faster than full copy.

n A full copy creates a target system that has exactly the same disk structure and size as
the source system. There is no link between the source and target systems here. For
example, you can use Full copies to create production systems and/or systems that
can be exported to be used in other datacenters.

b You need to select the Guest Customization Specification.

n Guest Customization Specifications are created in the VMware vCenter Server and
are made available via the VMware Adapter for SAP Landscape Management. You
will need a Guest Customization Specification in order to copy a system.

n Work with your VMware Administrator to create a Guest Customization Specification
if none is present in the SAP LaMa.
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n Note that DHCP customization specifications may cause an inconsistent /etc/hosts
file contents in the target system. PROMPT customization specifications is a more
reliable option. See section “Known Issues,” on page 57 for more information.

c Click on the Next tab to move to the next step.

4 In this step called Network Adapters, you select the target Network for the network adapters
of the new copy VM.

Figure 4‑46.  Define Virtual Host - Network Adapters

n If you are going to change the virtual network on this step, ensure that the network is also
available to the LaMa. This is needed for the LaMa to be able to manage the new target
system.

n Changing the virtual network should be considered on the Host Names step in order to
assign the consistent IP addresses and hostnames from a new network.

5 Click Next to move to the next step called Host Names.

Figure 4‑47.  Define Virtual Host - Host Names

You do not need to provide any input in this step.

6 Click the Next tab to move to the Summary step.
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Figure 4‑48.  Define Virtual Host - Summary

Review the various settings that you have chosen so far. You can use the Previous tab to go
back and make appropriate changes, if required. When you are satisfied with the settings and
are ready to proceed further, Click the Define tab to finish defining the new virtual hist
settings.

c You are now back at the System Copy window.

Figure 4‑49.  System Copy - Hosts

Click Next tab to proceed to the third step in the System Copy window, called Host Names.
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Figure 4‑50.  System Copy - Host Names

In this step you may choose a different network for each component of the target SAP system.

Note   If the host is not configured as adaptive instance you will see warnings that you need to
ignore by pressing Ignore Warnings for this step button.

Click Next tab to move to the next step.

d Figure 4‑51.  System Copy - Instance Number

In this step called Instance Number, you select the instance number for the SAP instances and then
Click Next.

e You now move to the step called Consistency. In this step you select the appropriate database
consistency method, depending on what state the database is in, by Clicking on the radio button
against one of the following option —

Figure 4‑52.  System Copy - Consistency

1 Online: Backup/Suspend IO Mode with a timeout value — Use this option typically for
copying production systems to prevent system outages. A timeout value is provided to ensure
database consistency is done in a timely manner.
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2 Offline: Stop and Restart System — When you select this option, the SAP LaMa will stop the
system, take the copy and then restart the system after the copy completes.

3 Offline: Database already stopped — Use this option when the database is already stopped.

4 Database was stopped during system snapshot — Use this option when the database has
already been snapshotted prior to initiating the copy process.

5 There is also an option to schedule the cloning operation from here so not to impact the system
activity further at the current instant. You can provide the values for date and time to schedule
the operation.

Note   Offline linked copy of SAP HANA on SLES must be performed with closed hbdstudio on
source machine.

When you have selected one of the options mentioned above, Click Next to proceed to the next
step.

f Figure 4‑53.  System Copy - Users

In this step called Users, you can review the new users that will be created on the target system.

Note   For the Copy process the SAP LaMa copies the users from the source system over to the
target system changing them to match with the new System ID.

Click Next to proceed further.
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g Figure 4‑54.  System Copy - Rename

In this step called Rename, you can see the target system naming convention.

Note   Observe that the SAP LaMa takes the source system ID and swaps it out for the new target
system ID. Click the Next tab to proceed to the next step.

h Figure 4‑55.  System Copy - Isolation

In this step called Isolation, you can choose to isolate the new target system from the source
system. You do this by selecting the appropriate radio button under section Unfence target system
after system copy/refresh. This will prevent it from accidentally communicating as the source system.
Click Next tab to proceed to the next step.

i Figure 4‑56.  System Copy - ABAP PCA

In this step called ABAP PCA (Post Copy Automation), you can choose to either enact ABAP PCA
or by-pass it. If you indeed plan to use PCA, choose the appropriate parameters to apply. If no PCA
will be used, then you must uncheck that option and further Click the Ignore Warnings for this step
to proceed. Click Next to proceed.

j In this step called Summary, you get to see the consolidated view of all the settings you have made
so far. When you are done reviewing the settings, you Click on Start System Copy tab to initiate
the copy operation.
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Figure 4‑57.  System Copy - Summary

k You can monitor the system copy progress by Clicking on Activities tab under Monitoring section
in the menu bar.

Figure 4‑58.  Monitoring - Activities

Each activity in the copy process has a corresponding line item and a respective log entry. Click on
the particular operation line item to read its corresponding log entry for more details.
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Figure 4‑59.  Monitoring - Activity Log Entry

Successful completion of this task enables you to copy a source system into a new target system.

Note   Consider a system with two network interfaces, wherein one network interface is an actual vNIC and
the second is an IP alias on the said vNIC. If you successfully clone or copy this system via LaMa, after you
reboot or restart the network you will see that the target system has only one network interface. The alias
disappears. For systems that are not adaptively installed or those that cannot be relocated, it is not possible
to change the host name. SAP Landscape Management (LaMa) activates Internet Protocol (IP) addresses
only in a transient way. When the host is rebooted, the IP addresses are no longer active.
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Troubleshooting 5
This chapter includes the following topics:

n “Log Files and Traces,” on page 55

n “Log Configurations in SAP LaMa,” on page 56

n “Existing Limitations,” on page 56

n “Known Issues,” on page 57

n “Possible Misconfigurations / Issues,” on page 60

Log Files and Traces
The most important log and trace files for the operation of the
VMware Adapter for SAP Landscape Management are located on the VLA appliance. The following table
shows these log and trace files:

Table 5‑1.  Log Locations

Log File Name Log File Location

vLA application log /usr/share/apache-tomcat/logs/vla.log

Tomcat server log /usr/share/apache-tomcat/logs/catalina.out

Tomcat access log /usr/share/apache-tomcat/logs/access.log

SA server access log file /vla/tomcat/sa-server/logs/access.sa-server.log

SA server Java log files /vla/tomcat/sa-server/logs/catalina.sa-server.log
/vla/tomcat/sa-server/logs/localhost.sa-server.log

SA server manager log file /vla/tomcat/sa-server/logs/manager.sa-server.log

SA server application console log files /vla/tomcat/sa-server/logs/catalina.sa-server.out
/vla/tomcat/sa-server/logs/sa-api.log

VLA server access log file /vla/tomcat/vla-server/logs/access.vla-server.log

VLA server Java log files /vla/tomcat/vla-server/logs/catalina.vla-server.log
/vla/tomcat/vla-server/logs/localhost.vla-server.log

VLA server manager log file /vla/tomcat/vla-server/logs/manager.vla-server.log

VLA server application console log files /vla/tomcat/vla-server/logs/catalina.vla-server.out
/vla/tomcat/vla-server/logs/vla.log
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Log Configurations in SAP LaMa
Log configuration menu is available in SAP NetWeaver Administrator — Troubleshooting -> Logs and
Traces -> Log Configuration

You can also navigate to — Related Links & Help -> Log Viewer

Figure 5‑1.  LaMa - Log Viewer

In the log configuration menu there are two configurations — Logging catagories and Tracing location

n Log level is configured at Logging categories

n Trace level is configured at Tracing location

In Logging categories there is a configuration for the whole adapter —

n Located in Applications/LVM/InfrastructPlugins

In Tracing location, trace level is configured for each package separately —

n For VMware Adapter for SAP Landscape Management it is com.vmware.vlvma.*

VMware Adapter for SAP Landscape Management log and trace messages begin with prefix VLVMA, hence
they can be easily filtered in LaMa Log Viewer.

Existing Limitations
Provisioning —

n A linked clone of a SAP system can be performed to the same data storage only

n A SAP system can be cloned to a DRS cluster only

n Customization Specifications having the same Guest Operating System type and number of network
adapters as the Source Virtual Host are available for SAP system cloning

n For provisioning from virtual host template, a cloned system hostname must be resolvable to an IP
address before executing the operation

n Network interfaces bonding is not supported by vCenter Server Customization Specifications.
Currently, if the source system has a bond interface (2+ interfaces bonded to 1), it will also be present on
the destination system after the vCenter Server Clone operation. In order to apply a vCenter Server
Customization Specification a user should choose the specification which contains the same number of
network adapters and not the same number of bond interfaces. That is the reason the destination
system contains the same bond interface with the same IP address as the source system. vCenter Server
applies the provided Customization Specification on the slave interfaces which are not being used
outside the bond as far as they are connected to it. So the resulting configuration on the destination
system is not changed as intended.

Migrate —

n Virtual host can be migrated between DRS clusters only

n Virtual host can be migrated inside one vCenter Server only
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Known Issues
1 On huge infrastructure during execution of mass operation, LaMa may hang

n Solution — Increase the memory for the LaMa JVM
(https://help.sap.com/saphelp_nwce10/helpdata/en/43/73949862c16fcbe10000000a1553f6/content.ht
m)

2 During a SAP system cloning operation, the LaMa UI does not allow specifying hostname and IP
address for additional physical interfaces as per the selected customization specification. The number of
additional physical interfaces for which hostname and IP address can be set is limited to one network
adapter. Using the customization specification with three or more network adapters results in an
execution error.

n Figure 5‑2.  Virtual Host Names and Networks

Solution — There is no solution available at this time

3 Provisioning from virtual host template fails either at the Waiting for host step or at the Adding
resources step due to LaMa exception.

n Solution — There is no solution available at this time.

Figure 5‑3.  Failure - Provisioning from Virtual Host Template
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4 After system cloning operation, validation errors may appear for a cloned SAP system — Error
HNMissmatch may be detected for a SAP host during validation.

n Figure 5‑4.  Error - HNMissmatch

Solution — This issue mainly appears if the DHCP customization specification is used during the
provisioning operation. The reason is that the vCenter Server adds a new record into
the /etc/hosts file during the post clone virtual machine customization process. In case the
primary interface does not have an IP address yet (since the primary interface will obtain IP
address only when the network services get started), the next interface which has an IP address
will be used for this record. This results in a wrong mapping of a physical hostname and an IP
address in the /etc/hosts file. The LaMa detects this dissonance and warns the user.

5 Error CloneHnChn may be detected for a SAP sub-system during validation.

n Figure 5‑5.  Error - CloneHnChn

Solution — SAP Note 1366742
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6 Occasionally the SAP system cloning fails at the Prepare VM clone step. This is seen if the SAP system
has several network interfaces and the Auto IP Address option is set for these additional network
interfaces in the Host names dialog.

n Figure 5‑6.  Prepare VM Clone Failure

Solution — There is no solution available at this time. The issue is caused by incorrect dialog
context that is provided by the LaMa.

7 VLVMA adapter cannot be added with the Trusted server option enabled because of File Not Found
and Permission denied faults.

n Solution — Make sure that the cacerts file in the directory /usr/sap/<LVM instance
ID>/J00/exe/sapjvm_6/jre/lib/security/ has proper access rights (permissions).

8 After cloning a SAP JAVA system the status of AS instance of the cloned system is changed to the Error
state.

n Figure 5‑7.  SAP JAVA system cloning error state

Solution — This issue is caused due to a missing license. HW key of the cloned system does'nt
match with the installed license. In a SAP JAVA system, the instance is shut down after 30 minutes
if the license is missing. In a SAP ABAP system, the instance keeps running if a license is missing
but only the user sap* can login. All the other users are locked. In addition, the system copy/clone
functionality will not be present.

9 If a clone or copy operation did not complete successfully, the virtual machine will be deleted from the
vCenter Server during the Destroy operation.

n Solution — You need to delete the virtual machine in vCenter Server manually.
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10 Offline linked copy of SAP HANA on SLES fails on step Stop

n Figure 5‑8.  SAP HANA on SLES failure on Stop Operation

Step Error — Database is in Use

Figure 5‑9.  Error - Database is in Use

Solution — Close hdbstudio on the source machine.

Possible Misconfigurations / Issues
Following are some of the Errors that you may encounter along with the possible reasons —

1 Error — peer not authenticated [SSLPeerUnverifiedException], this could occur during a connection test
or infrastructure retrieval

n Possible reasons are invalid vLA server certificate, disabled Trusted Server option or a certificate
that was changed after the adapter configuration.

Figure 5‑10.  Error — Failed to connect to manager
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2 Error — Could not execute operation ***

n Possible reasons are —

n VMware vRealize Orchestrator is unavailable

n Check the state of the VMware vRealize Orchestrator server.

n An overloaded VMware vRealize Orchestrator

n Check the CPU and Memory utilization for the VMware vRealize Orchestrator server.

3 Error — Could not execute operation ***. Workflow not found

n Figure 5‑11.  Error —Workflow not found

Possible reasons for the error — Workflow unavailable on VMware vRealize Orchestrator
n Check the workflow status in the vLA dashboard - https://<vla_hostname>:8443/vla/dashboard

n Check the workflow ID for operation in file /etc/vla/systemproperties.xml

n Check the workflow availability on the VMware vRealize Orchestrator

n Reinstall the VMware vRealize Orchestrator package or corred the vLA config file

4 All actions are unavailable for Virtual Host in Operations / Virtualization. The Details property field
shows up the virtual host status as disconnected under the Virtual Host tab.

n Figure 5‑12.  Virtual Host - Disconnected
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Possible reason — ESXi host unavailable
n Check the ESXi host status on the VMware vCenter Server. Make it available to the

VMware vCenter Server.

5 VMware vCenter Server is not displaying in the LaMa Adapter

n Possible reason for the error — VMware vCenter Server unavailable to the vLA

n Check the status of the VMware vCenter Server in the vLA dashboard. Make the
VMware vCenter Server available to the vLA.

n Not connected / Not ready — means that the vLA cannot connect to the
VMware vCenter Server or vLA is unable to fetch the inventory data or the inventory data
retrieval is in progress.

Figure 5‑13.  Errors —Not connected/Not ready/Configuration missing

n Configuration ... is missing — means that no credentials was found in the credentials
store for the specified server. Credentials must be added via the Credentials_add.sh
command on the vLA.

6 Error — HTTP Status Code 401

n Figure 5‑14.  

Possible reasons — The adapter was configured with the wrong credentials (username or
password) or hostname. Password on the vLA Server was changed after adapter configuration.
n Correct the password to the application server, or reset it to a known password on the vLA

with the vla_user.sh command.
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7 Alert —Unsupported network is configured on one of the network adapters.

n Figure 5‑15.  Unsupported Network Alert

Possible reasons — vSphere Distributed Switch Uplink is assigned as a network to VM or assigned
network is related to unsupported third party switch (neither vSS nor vDS switch)
n Re-assign networks for network adapters on VM. Assign only networks related to vSphere

Standard Switch or vSphere Distributed Switch Portgroup

8 Monitoring Error in LaMa Virtualization pane —

Figure 5‑16.  Monitoring Error
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Possible reason — You are using an older version of the LaMa adapter (1.3.x or older). VLA and LaMa
communication protocol version mismatch occurs.

n Update to the latest version of the LaMa adapter (1.4.0 or higher).
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